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Golden Heart: 
Passion Pulse Point

Use the Golden Heart to gauge your Passion Pulse...
Fueling your heart with passion and high vibes allows you to 
be supported in manifesting throughout your day. Shift your 
internal reality for the greatest external expression of your 
feeling tone. Your heart turns Golden as you charge the grid 
and activates the energies of creation.

When we are manifesting a Divine Desire or Inspired Intention 
on the grid, we benefit by checking on our passion pulse to see 
if anything is in the way of a consistent and high pulse rate.
Connect to the grid and feel the energy coming into the back 
of your heart.
 
Ask: What is the level of the flow of energy coming into the 
back of my heart? Imagine the flow... Is it sporadic? steady? 
gentle? heavy? light?
Ask: What is my relationship to the Grid? 
Ask: What have I made up about the Grid?
 
Shift any mental/emotional attitudes that may be holding you 
back and slowing down the flow.
Check to see if the Grid is coming into the body at an angle? 
straight? Make sure the horizontal and vertical lines of the 
Grid are straight.
Discover how your Passion Pulse thrives, becomes Radiant 
and Golden. 
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Lighting Up Your
 Virtual Billboard 

Step into your Attractor Pattern, your Virtual 
Billboard and completely realize it as a fully 
associated reality. 
Experience it “as if” already done!
 
From the Golden Grid...

1) Step into your Attractor Pattern

2) Fully associate and animate your manifested 
reality with all of your senses

3) Feel into your Golden Heart, raise your Passion 
Pulse and resonate with the Universal pulse of 
Coherence

4) Create a strong constitution of Truth in your 
body, know it as realized now!

5) Synthesize your Whole Body Being... Light it 
Up!
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Setting A Golden Grid
Create and Charge a Golden Grid in a physical location… 
like your home, business space or vehicle.

Ground each space, set a Grid and charge the Grid for the 
qualities that you would like reflected in that space to support 
you.

In your home for example… Your Set Grid in your Kitchen 
would be different than your bedroom Grid.

From your Heart Convergence Point, with your Golden 
Heart Passion Pulse, place a Grid inside of the Space...

Choose 3 qualities that you would like to charge the Grid 
with… For example: Romance, Inspiration and Connectedness

Ask: What is the feeling related to each quality?
Maybe: Passion, Happiness and Love

Work with each quality... do the Creative Coherence Formula
Send the feeling tone vibration of each quality into the 
Grid...

Fill up the Grid... When you see, feel or know the Grid is 
activated all the way with the quality, then you have 
programmed the Grid with that quality.

Enjoy your Space!
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Programming Your Creation
On the Grid… Imagine an orb representing your creation 
Locate the orb… Where is your orb in location to your body?
Notice the orb... What is the condition of the orb?
Make a heart connection... Imagine your possibility/probability line 
connected into the orb. Imagine this orb is grounded, just like your 
body would be grounded into the Earth.... 
Place a Grid inside of the Orb...

Choose 3 qualities that you would like to charge the orb with… 
For example: Love, Communication and Prosperity
Ask: What is the feeling related to each quality?
Maybe: Joy, Satisfaction and Peace
Work with the 1st quality... do the Creative Coherence Formula
Send the feeling tone vibration of each quality into the orb...
Fill up the orb... Notice what happens with the condition & size. 
When you see the orb filled all the way with the quality then you 
have programmed the grid with that quality.
2nd quality... Do the Creative Coherence Formula... feel, know, 
taste, touch, smell this quality, remember a time when... send the 
feeling tone vibration into the orb.
Fill up the orb... Notice what happens with the condition & size. 
When you see the orb filled all the way with the quality then you 
have programmed the grid with that quality.
3rd quality... do the Creative Coherence Formula 
Fill up the orb... Notice what happens with the condition & size. 
When you see the orb filled all the way with the quality then you 
have programmed the grid with that quality.

Now you have programmed your Creation/Orb to be filled with the 
high value qualities and feeling tones. Continue to Activate the 
Golden Grid and infuse your Creation for Manifestation.


